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import as refined oil, we shall simply do nothing but import refined oil.
" There's another thing. Who is going to pay the tax in the long run ? The consumer. It is not in your power or in that of anybody else, in the present state of society, to prevent the continuation of our arrangement with Standard Oil. We shall preserve our monopoly as a matter of fact. The result will be that the old housewife, or the worker, who can now get his litre of petroleum at a reasonable price, will have to pay more for it. An indirect tax, levied on the poorest. Another result will be a check in the development of the motor industry. Ask Bertrand, for example, what he thinks about it.'9
Gurau slowly ate his dessert. He did not answer. He was absorbing the arguments with secret gratification.
" But we shall defend ourselves; openly at first, against the government, step by step. A vote in the Chamber will be of no value except as a pointer. We shall fight it out with the revenue authorities. Do you really think, for example, that it will be so easy to establish as a matter of fact, in a way which is juridically incontestable, that the oil that Standard sends us is a mixture specially manufactured, which has no right to the denomination of crude oil ?. ,,
*c It is not for me to give you a hint about the means which we can use in that direction. But we shall defend ourselves also against you. You understand in what sense I say * we.* You must have some idea already just how far this counterattack of ours can be carried. Well, this enormous Force which you propose to set in motion against you for the sake of such a paltry result -1 guarantee to put it, in a large measure, at your own service, at die service of your ideas, of the cause about which we have just been talking, which is much more important than any detail of customs tariffs*
" This would simply be between you and me, of course — a kind of pact without witnesses, but one which would be sacred in my eyes. And I hope it would be supplemented by a friendship which I should regard as an honour* aad also as an intellectual refreshment, an oasis, a means of

